NORDIC-ASIAN FORUM FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW

EU AND ASIA IN THE DIGITALIZED WORLD

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND SPECIAL SEMINAR

COPENHAGEN, 11-12.11.2021

November 11, 2021, Copenhagen

Welcome
9:30-9:45 am (CET)

Panel: ECONOMIC DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
in collaboration with the EU-China Network for International Economic Dispute Resolution
(project funded by the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science)
9:45-11:15 am (CET)
Chair: Joanna Lam

Presentations:

Kun Fan
Liying Zhang
Xuetao Ma
Prabhash Ranjan

Panel: DIGITALIZATION AND AUTOMATION IN LEGAL PROFESSION
11:30-13:00 (CET)
Chair:

Presentations:

Jacob Livingston Slosser
Jiyu Zhang
Ying Wang
Lunch Break
13:00-13:45 (CET)

Panel: Blockchain Technology, e-Commerce and Smart Contracts in International Transactions
13:45-15:15 (CET)
Chair:

Presentations:

Bingwan Xiong
Rohan Kariyawasam
Ching-Fu Lin
Helen Yu

Panel: Artificial Intelligence and Ethics
15:30-17:00 (CET)
Chair: Timo Minssen

Presentations:

Rui Guo
Bryant Walker Smith
Vidushi Marda
Wen Xiang

Keynote
17:10-18:00

Glenn Cohen

November 12, 2021, Copenhagen
Special Seminar

9:30-11:00 (CET)